These are the photos Tom Dunbar refers to in his article further into this newsletter. I leave
it to you to decide which is which!
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2015 Marsh Fritillary Abberation

Common Blue Gyandromrph at Workington

Tom2

Cumbria’s ‘Ringless’ Ringlet

2013 Marsh Fritillary Abberation

Comma Abberation near Carlisle

Message from our Branch Chairman
As I write this in early August I reflect on a season of mixed fortunes for our
butterflies and moths. April was so Spring like with good showings of all our early
Spring species but do you remember the May floods? June and July were better but
also very variable with some species suffering problems due to low temperatures as
well as wet weather and never recovering. Pearl Bordered Fritillary continue to give
cause for concern as does the Holly Blue but Duke of Burgundy managed to prolong
their flight season despite our ‘monsoon’ May. High Brown and Dark Green Fritillary
numbers were down again most likely due to the weather as our habitat conservation
work helps provide excellent habitat for them. One wonders if this is just a temporary
run of poor weather or a sign of a longer term climate change. What is clear is that
we must continue with our conservation and recording programmes so we at least do
our bit to answer those questions.
On a more positive note some species have either ‘held their own’ or even expanded
their range and occurrence. Ringlets, Gatekeepers and Small Skippers are
expanding their ranges without doubt and Grayling, Mountain Ringlet, Silver Washed
Fritillary and Small Blue all did well. In the latter case that is without doubt due to the
habitat creation, restoration and conservation work we carry out in West Cumbria
where the necessary brownfield habitat is under constant development pressure.
Scotch Argus and Marsh Fritillary maintained a good presence on their Cumbrian
sites and I was delighted to hear about new sightings of White Letter Hairstreak in
the Kendal area – more about that in this newsletter. The Whites have done less well
it appears but will surely bounce back, However it shows we must remain vigilant
and never take so called common species for granted.
You may not know that few BC Branches offer such a long and varied list of
Spring/Summer field trips and Autumn/Winter work parties. It’s a pleasure to see so
many on our field trips and we ask you to keep our work party dates in your diary as
that part of our work is so important. Training and equipment is provided and you
work at your own pace and ability. Please contact me if you want to know more or
are unsure about anything.
After our bumper 30th edition we are going to try to keep up that sort of standard but
we need contributions of course. It doesn't need to be technical stuff but contact me
or the newsletter editor if you have an idea to discuss.
Our AGM/members day at Tullie House in June was followed by a Marsh Fritillary
walk and we got great feedback from that day – so if you weren’t there please give it
thought for next year. STOP PRESS – Next years’ AGM/members day will be held
at Haybridge Nature Reserve in the Rusland Valley on 11th June with a
programme of moth trapping and other presentations followed by a guided walk

which will take in the usual reliable reptile sightings as well as Large Heath butterflies
and other species. More information in our next newsletter and on our website later.
Gary Hedges and Clive Bew have joined our Committee. Gary has a particular
interest in moths and butterflies and of course is Recording Officer at Tullie House
for all wildlife, Clive is based in West Cumbria which is fantastic as our spread there
is rather thin. He and wife Gwyn are very welcome active West Cumbrian members
who have already assisted greatly with our Marsh Fritillary work. Chris Addy stood
down from the Committee but will continue his chainsaw work for us though we
thank Chris for his years of service on our Committee.
Our website now has separate links to our newsletters and has a new monthly news
bulletin. Lancashire Branch also now have a sightings page on their website so
visitors from our patch onto theirs around The Bay can immediately record
Lancashire sightings and see what others are recording too.
Finally if you know of any groups or societies who would like a Powerpoint
Presentation on butterflies or moths or maybe gardening for butterflies please
contact me for the South of the county or Steve Doyle for the North and West and we
will do our best to oblige. Best wishes to all.
Chris Winnick

WORK PARTIES - Winter 2015/2016
Work parties are arranged for the second Sunday in each month (except November when it
is the third Sunday) starting in September. Meet at 10.00 at the places in the table below.
Bring rainwear, warm clothing, lunch and stout footwear and note additional advice below.
Contact in the first instance the named individual in the table for updates or Chris Winnick
01539 728254. It will be as well to check the status of the work party during periods of bad
weather particularly ice and snow.
Day

Event

13 September
2015
Sunday 10.00

Braithwaite Moss

11 October
2015
Sunday 10.00

Middlesceugh

Follow A66T from Keswick towards Cockermouth. Pass junctions to
Braithwaite village on left and Braithwaite Moss is on right hand side by
Blackwood Farm buildings (ca 1km). Parking available at entrance to
farm and in yard. Grid reference NY 232248
Wellingtons a ‘must’
Contact Steve Doyle 01228 544059
Leave M6 at J41 and follow the B5305 towards Wigton. After 5.5 miles
fork right signposted Middlesceugh 3 miles (NOTE this is the 2 nd

Middlesceugh sign, not the first). Follow the straight narrow road with
masts on right for 3 miles and park where there is right turn to Hurst
and Low Braithwaite: Grid Ref NY 412403.
Wellies if very wet otherwise boots. Contact Steve Doyle 01228
15 November
2015
Sunday 10.00

Township Plantation

13 December
2015
Sunday 10.00

Wartbarrow, Allithwaite

10 January
2016
Sunday 10.00
14 February
2016
Sunday 10.00

Township Plantation

13 March
2016
Sunday 10.00

Wartbarrow, Allithwaite

Take A5074 from Gilpin Bridge, take second left turn to ‘The Howe’ (no
signpost), cross minor road and climb to the centre of the hamlet.
Turn left on tarmac road, and then bear right onto a track with
concrete wheel tracks. Park (limited) at the first clearing in the wood.
Grid reference SD 454885. Contact Sarah Bradley 015395 52340
Meet at Community Playing fields, Grid ref SD388767 For full
directions see Branch web site. Please do not park in Quarry Lane
as it causes friction.
Contact Martin Chadwick 015395 32553
Details as for 15 November
Witherslack Woods

Turn off A590 towards Witherslack, continue on road to pass through
the village to Witherslack Hall. Turn right on to a rough track (the
kennels) for parking.
Grid reference SD 436859
Contact Chris Winnick 01539 728254
details as for 13 December

Wednesday Work Parties 2015/2016
Fixed up to 31 December 2015. The work parties’ progress will be reviewed in
December 2015 and definite programme posted on the branch web site in January
2016.
Meet at 10:00 at the parking places described on the branch web site
www.cumbria-butterflies.org.uk Check the web site for last minute changes or ring
Chris Winnick 01539 728254 or David Eastlick 015395 32076.
Dress appropriately for Cumbrian weather, boots, waterproofs, warm clothing and,
bring lunch and drinks. We supply tools and protective items.
9 September
2015
Wednesday
10.00

Witherslack Woods
Turn off A590 towards Witherslack, continue on road to pass through the
village to Witherslack Hall. Turn right on to a rough track (the kennels) for
parking. Grid reference SD 436859 Contact Chris Winnick 01539 728254

23 September
2015
Wednesday
10.00

Marble Quarry Joint with Lancashire Branch
From the North, about 3km south of Milnthorpe on A6 just after a
sweeping right hand bend, turn right to brown signed caravan sites at
Wildlife Oasis. Follow this small narrow winding road, for about 2 km,
taking the second turning right. Pass Fell End Caravan Park on right
and the Marble Quarry double gates are 400m beyond on the right.
Parking for 5 cars, and more in nearby laybys.
From the south, use A6 and enter Cumbria, pass the Esso garage on
left and just after the right turning to Holme/Burton, turn left to brown
signed caravan sites at Wildlife Oasis. Thereafter follow the directions
above. Please leave access for the Gamekeeper’s Quad bike.
Grid reference SD 498778
Contact Chris Winnick 01539 728254

7 October
2015
Wednesday
10.00

Hale Cat

21 October
2015
Wednesday
10.00

Barker Scar

4 November
2015
Wednesday
10.00

Farrers Allotment, Lyth Valley

18 November
2015
Wednesday
10.00
2 December
2015
Wednesday
10.00

Farrers Allotment, Lyth Valley
see details for 4 November

Turn off A590 at Witherslack road junction, then follow brown “Halecat
Nursery” signs, Grid ref: SD433835
Contact Martin Chadwick 015395 32553
From the east, turn off A590 at round-about, first exit and follow
signposted road to Grange. Drive through Grange centre following the
major roads in the direction of Allithwaite and Flookburgh. Leave
Grange by Risedale Hill (large pink building on right) and enter open
country. Follow the main road through Allithwaite, then Flookburgh
sign-posted Ulverston, then past Holker Hall on left. After a gradual
descent, turn left to caravan site and Old Park Wood. Follow the
straight road to the caravan site and park at reception (SD 337783).
Grid reference: SD 335780. Contact Martin Chadwick 015395 32553
Turn off A590 at Gilpin Bridge and follow Lyth Valley road A5074 Take
first turning left where the main road bend right . After 500 m turn left
towards Johnscales. There is a locked gate on right. Please wait by
gate and we’ll offer lifts up a good forestry road. Grid reference
SD462867
Contact Chris Winnick 01539 728254

White Scar Quarry, Whitbarrow
White Scar Quarry is located at the southern end of Whitbarrow Scar.
From either direction along the A590, turn off this road at the last
turning before (from Barrow direction) or the first turning after (from
Kendal direction) the A5074 Lyth Valley road (SD466850). After 500m,
turn right towards Raven's Lodge. Pass through the farm yard, bearing
right and park in the second car park on the left (SD 460852).
Contact Chris Winnick 01539 728254

16 December
2015
Wednesday
10.00

Wartbarrow, Allithwaite
From the east, turn off A590 at Meathop roundabout at first exit and
follow sign posted road to Grange. Drive through Grange centre
following the major roads signed to Allithwaite and Flookburgh. Leave
Grange by Risedale Hill (large pink building on right) and enter open
country. In Allithwaite, turn right at Yakkers pub, then right just after
Post Office into Quarry Lane, which leads to the community playing
fields at Grid ref SD388767. From the west, turn right at Haverthwaite
crossroads and follow B5278 to Holker, Cark and Flookburgh to
Allithwaite: turn left at Yakkers pub. Please do not park in Quarry
Lane as it causes friction. Contact Martin Chadwick 015395 32553

13 January
2016
Wednesday
10.00
27 January
2016
Wednesday
10:00
10 February
2015
24 February
2016
9 March 2016

Marble Quarry Joint with Lancashire Branch

23 March 2016

see details 23 September 2015
Contact Chris Winnick 01539 728254
Barker Scar

for details see 21 October 2015.
Contact Martin Chadwick 015395 32553
tbc
tbc
Wartbarrow, Allithwaite
see details 16 December 2015
Contact Martin Chadwick 015395 32553
Witherslack Woods
see details 9 September 2015 Contact Chris Winnick 01539 728254

Cumbria’s Mountain Ringlets in 2015
In common with many of our county’s butterfly species,
following an unusually cool and wet spring Mountain
Ringlets were late in emerging in 2015. The earliest record
on our branch website’s Sightings page was from Irton Fell
– much the lowest altitude site and always the earliest recorded
Cumbrian emergence – on 4th June, but it was not until 27th June that
the species was recorded on any other site. This was on our branch’s
annual public Mountain Ringlet walk on High Raise, Haweswater, where
our dozen or so guests sighted around 15 specimens at low altitude on a
cool and not very sunny day. It’s not clear whether the late emergence
was compensated across the county by a protracted end to the flight

season, though we received the exciting records from two reliable
sources of adults seen at high altitude, also on High Raise, three on 6th
August and around 20 on the 8th, the latter including an egg-laying
female. These records are notable in being by far the latest date
Cumbrian (and therefore English) known record of adult Mountain
Ringlets. Among the 800 or so positive records spanning over two
centuries held by CBDC at Tullie House there has been just a single
August record, from Place Fell, Ullswater, on 1st August 1994. This now
raises the question, do stragglers always hang on until such a late date
but with no-one bothering to look for them in August as they don’t expect
to see them, or perhaps the 2015 season really has been something of a
freak with late emergence followed by a protracted end to the
season? Other records not yet submitted could shed some light on this,
and we’d welcome any Mountain Ringlet records via our website
Sightings page. This latter facility has been well used in this its second
season, with over 20 Mountain Ringlet records entered in 2015 – not
bad for an elusive upland species – following a similar number in 2014.
Our branch offers its sincere thanks to all who have submitted records in
this way.
I’ve walked my weekly single-species UKBMS transect on Hartsop Dodd
for the third season in 2015, recording a maximum of 90 Mountain
Ringlets on 9th July; this compares with maxima of 98 in 2014 and 39 in
2013. Of course, conclusions about the general well-being of a species
cannot be drawn from records from just a single site, and UKBMS have
indicated that at least five sites across the county would need to be
surveyed over several years before reliable abundance indices could
start being produced (note this is one of very few UK species currently
without an abundance index). So I repeat my earlier appeal for
assistance with this – would anyone be prepared to take on the
commitment of a weekly survey at a Mountain Ringlet site of their own
choosing covering this butterfly’s short flight season? Please get in touch
with me if you think you could help.
Finally, news of two exciting areas of research currently being conducted
on Cumbria’s Mountain Ringlets. Dr Steven Ewing, a Senior
Conservation Scientist with RSPB, is leading a new project at its
Haweswater Reserve that aims to shed more light on the ecology of the
species. Initially work has focussed on investigating habitat preferences

of egg-laying females, which will provide insights into the requirements
of the butterfly’s larval stages. The timing of emergences at varying
altitudes is also being studied, along with investigating the effectiveness
of different sampling methods of the species. It is hoped that an
improved understanding of the Mountain Ringlet’s ecology will help
develop appropriate habitat management at Haweswater and potentially
other Cumbrian sites. Meanwhile Dr Rosa Menendez of Lancaster
University’s Environment Centre along with an undergraduate has been
studying, among other things, the chemistry of the caterpillar host plant;
this is to assess if the nutritional quality of the host plant changes with
elevation and the type of underlying rock. The findings may eventually
help to cast some light on why the Mountain Ringlet’s distribution is
largely confined to the Borrowdale Volcanic series of rocks but absent
from other major areas with apparently similar vegetation characteristics
but on a different geological base. There may be opportunities for
volunteers to assist in these projects in 2016, and I hope to provide
further information in the next newsletter and Branch website on how
volunteers may become involved.
Martin Tordoff

Volunteers wanted: Netted Carpet moth larval
count, starting 2nd September 2015
The Netted Carpet moth is confined in the UK to the Lake District and the
extreme north of Lancashire. Its larvae feed only on Touch-me-not-Balsam,
itself a nationally scarce plant. The National Trust works with landowners to
manage sites for the plant and the moth. Surveys of the larvae and food plant
are conducted annually in late summer. In 2015 it is hoped to survey all known
sites, and additional volunteer assistance will be essential if good coverage is
to be achieved. The survey begins on Wednesday 2nd September, focussing on
sites in the Windermere area. On Thursday 3rd the Coniston locations will be
covered, continuing from 4th to 6th in an attempt to cover as many of the
remaining sites as possible. Training is given so if you’d like to contribute to the
survey for this Lakeland speciality please contact John Hooson at the National
Trust, Grasmere 015394 63818 (office), 07825 450527 (mobile) or
john.hooson@nationaltrust.org.uk

Marsh Fritillary and Small Blue Project updates
As this goes to print our Marsh Fritillary web counting, over 13 colonies
this year, has been weird to say the least and most probably climatic
related. On one site our count went down from over 300 to 45 yet on
another site just 3 miles away the count went up from just under 500 to
over 800. On our public site, Finglandrigg the total count was down by
50% but still very substantial. Other sites are about what we expected
though a bit down largely because of poor weather in the breeding
season. Overall however a very decent result.
Small Blues fly at the same time as Marsh Frits but on the west coast
where climatic conditions tend to be different anyway. In my opinion the
Small Blue has done well again although I’d like to have seen an
increase rather than a standstill on our ‘core’ sites. The exception was
the ex steelworks site in Workington which doubled in both numbers and
in habitat availability due to a widespread increase in the host plant
Kidney Vetch. The downside is that site is still under serious threat of
complete destruction although we are trying our best to retain enough
habitat to sustain a viable population. If planning ‘rules’ are observed we
will succeed but that word ‘if’ is by no means a certainty in planning
scenarios. We lost two more colonies in Workington in 2015 but were
able to move a good number of Small Blues to a new ‘home’ on the slag
banks at Barrow and after transportation they were seen days later
happily fluttering around in their new location – fingers crossed for next
year. Another positive to mention is that our Kidney Vetch scrapes at
Oldside windfarm continue to be a success as do the extra 10 we put in
there to total 20 altogether. Even better the 10 huge scrapes we put in
and seeded at the Workington slag banks look to be doing better than at
first thought and there are plans to put more there but further south on
the same slag banks. Better than that even is that we have at long last
got the go ahead to put about 20 KV scrapes in at Maryport and that
work will be done by the time you read this. Seed has already been
collected and will be put down within minutes of the digger doing its
work. Just a flavour of the sort of things some of us have been getting up
to this busy, busy summer.
So an odd sort of year with mixed news but at least we’ve had a fair bit
of good news amongst a fair bit of the not so good stuff.
Steve Doyle

Twitter, twitter, twitter!
We are now on Twitter!! This is a great way to share your butterfly
and moth photos with other like-minded people from around the world and
is also a free advertising tool to promote our events and the Branch to
new potential members. It contains very little personal information about yourself,
in fact you get to choose your name and whether or not you want to include a
few words about yourself and that's it. If you would like to sign up and 'follow' us,
visit www.twitter.comhttp://www.twitter.com and follow the step by step guide on
creating your free account. Once you get the hang of it, it is all very straightforward
and can also be a great source of local news and sightings. A lot of people send us
photos to ID as well, which anyone can help with.
Once you are logged in, you can find our Branch by typing @BC Cumbria
into the search bar in the top right hand corner of the Twitter page.
When you find us, hit the 'Follow' button. This means whatever the Branch posts on
Twitter, you will get to see it too. You can also follow Butterfly Conservation by
searching
for @savebutterflies and any of the other BC Branches - there are 27 of
them on Twitter!
Good luck and we look forward to seeing you Twittering!

White Letter Hairstreak in the North-West
Inexperienced as we were about this species in 2006, we assumed that it was
scarce and very localised in the North West with only a few colonies recorded.
We had only seen White-letter Hairstreak in the southern counties of England,
but in 2006 that was to change and so began a quest which is still ongoing, as
we discover many hitherto unrecorded areas in Lancashire and Cumbria which
places this butterfly firmly on the distribution map in the North West of
England.
During the hot summer of 2006 we attended an event with the Lancs Branch of
B.C. in Rock Gardens, Blackpool to look for White-letter Hairstreak at this
known site. With this in mind, the day before, we visited Elm trees in our
home area of Horwich and had what we thought was a possible sighting - a
couple of seconds of an erratic flight and the view of an adult insect
silhouetted through a sunlit leaf. We clearly saw a striped antennae
protruding beyond the leaf edge – could this be the target species on our own

patch? – Surely not! Frustrated at our inability to confirm the presence of this
butterfly and full of doubts, we looked forward to our visit to Blackpool where
we hoped for conclusive sightings. Sure enough soon after our arrival on that
very hot Sunday we were rewarded by superb views of at least two adults in
flight, perched and nectaring.
Enthused, we headed for home to take advantage of the hot sunny conditions
and returned to our local Elms in the hope of sightings which would alleviate
any previous doubts, put White-letter Hairstreak on the map in Horwich and
bring the total of Hairstreak species on our patch to three in a half mile radius.
We walked towards our local Elms and stood for 45 hot uncomfortable
minutes before a flicker of an insect’s erratic flight took place – was it a moth
or could it be an adult White-letter Hairstreak? Another 45 minutes passed
before another erratic flicker of flight and then an insect landed in full view. A
definite sighting of our target butterfly on our patch. We just couldn’t believe
it!
Subsequently we wrote an article for the Lancs Branch Newsletter which was
read by Liz Goodyear of the Middlesex Branch. Unbeknown to us, Liz was
undertaking a national survey to update the distribution of White-letter
Hairstreaks and asked if we’d be willing to take part. The computer generated
square allotted to us however was an Elm free zone and for the next two years,
we had no sightings either on our local Elms. Then in 2009 our enthusiasm
returned when we had sightings in Bolton and on a different Elm tree in
Horwich.
The six weeks’ flight season is all too short and so we began thinking about
trying to locate the butterfly’s eggs – not easy, as they are only .8 mm in size.
Encouraged by Liz, we sought and found three minute eggs on an Elm tree
where adults had been seen in the summer. This meant we could search for
most of the year, not just during the flight period.
All you need, is a pair of cheap magnifying glasses from any supermarket, a
hand lens for verification, lots of patience AND ELM TREES – the latter being a
problem in itself! White-letter Hairstreaks favour Wych Elms which are
unevenly distributed in the North West. Many square miles can be covered

without a single tree being spotted let alone a butterfly. Conversely, in some
areas there are several Elms, but no evidence of the target species. So a lot of
time and effort is involved to ascertain if WLH is present. In Summer you can
stand looking up at an Elm tree for ages without a sighting, In Winter if
searching for eggs be prepared for frost bitten fingers!
Whilst undertaking a Breeding Bird Survey in Cumbria, south of Penrith, in
2011 we observed some Elm trees and decided to check them when we’d
finished birding. Distribution in this county seems limited despite the species
being quite widespread in the North East of England on the same latitude and
further North as well.
One old hatched egg was discovered but we had no more evidence either in
summer or winter until August 2014 when we saw a single adult just one
hundred meters approx.from the original hatched egg tree. We have
subsequently searched for the species between Kendal and Penrith but to date
have failed to bridge the gap. Our theory is that instead of colonising west of
the Pennines up to Penrith, the butterfly has crossed the country from east of
the Pennines where it is established. As yet, we have found no link and the
challenge remains! We do have our theories, so watch this space!
Question. What is the difference between Black Hairstreak and White-letter
Hairstreak? Answer. You won’t find Black Hairstreak in Lancs or Cumbria, but
you may find White-letter Hairstreak!
Jill Mills
MEANDERINGS FROM THE SOUTH-WEST
(of Cumbria)
My website has been around for almost twenty years now. It’s a
meandering collection of pages covering aspects of wildlife in Cumbria,
without any claim to be definitive or complete – the bias purely reflects
my interests. Modesty prevents me, well almost, from mentioning that
CWT recently admitted that they use it for information and the BBC have
enquired several times. The page that generates the most emails is the
one for the Mountain Ringlet, hardly surprising as we have the monopoly

and “sole rights” in England. There are sections on the Furness
Peninsula and Birkrigg Common, two less well-known areas of the
county that obviously I’m passionate about.
I’ve just updated the website this year to make it more i-pad and
notebook friendly but I draw the line at facilitating mobile use, as
demanded by the great master of the internet. The main benefit for me
of modern gadgets, like the i-pad and Kindle, is their superb
reproduction of photographs..... but wildlife photographs don’t show up
well on a few square centimetres of mobile screen. If I’m honest I
started the website after an operation on my leg left me with nerve
damage and limited mobility, and I needed to find something wildlife
related that I could still do and make a contribution. I can no longer do
conservation work myself but perhaps I can inspire others to get
involved and do it for me!
I’ve been taking photographs ever since I was given one of those
chubby bakelite Kodak Brownie 127s for my eighth birthday, when the
film and printing seemed to cost a year’s pocket money, never dreaming
that one day we would be able to capture free digital images in colour by
the hundred and send them around the world in seconds.
Anyway, there are photos of the Barrow Channelside slag bank and
several images of sunrises at the stone circle in the Birkrigg section to
justify getting up early in the morning. There’s a lot of serious stuff as
well, with the latest research thrown in.

Peter Wilde

Your lasting Legacy
Have you ever considered leaving a gift to Butterfly Conservation in your Will?
An increasing number of members and friends are choosing to support Butterfly
Conservation in this way. All gifts, whether large or small make a crucial and lasting
difference to the conservation of butterflies and moths. Together they account for
over one third of our voluntary income, contributing significantly to the success of our
conservation work. So as well as leaving gifts to loved ones in your Will please
consider leaving a gift to Butterfly Conservation; it will help to ensure butterflies and
moths thrive in the years to come.

For more information about leaving a gift to Butterfly Conservation and sharing your
love of butterflies and moths with future generations please contact Helen Corrigan
on 01273 453313 or hcorrigan@butterfly-conservation.org alternatively please write
to Helen at Butterfly Conservation, Manor Yard, East Lulworth, Wareham, BH20 5QP
Thank you.

The Ringlet and its variations.
When you have seen and photographed all the UK
species of butterflies, upperside, underside, male, female
and hopefully a mating pair you will no doubt be thinking what else you
could do. Well, how about looking for variations some of which are
known as sub-species and others as aberrations – either way they look
a bit different to what is normal for a particular species. Over the years
I’ve managed to see several and photographed a few in such species as
Marsh Fritillary, White Admiral and Small Tortoiseshell but for this
feature I’m looking at the relatively humble Ringlet butterfly.
You see in Cumbria we have what we call the Ringless butterfly – at
least we do in some colonies between Carlisle and Penrith and I’ve not
seen such variations anywhere else except once in the Wharfedale area
of Yorkshire. No doubt I’ll be inundated with other sightings now – hope
so.
In a book about ‘Abberations of British Butterflies’ by A D A Russworm
and published in 1978 the author lists 6 Ringlet variations but none of
them are Ringless so in Cumbria we can add a seventh variation. The
Russworm aberrations all have rings or at the very least spots in place of
rings but in most cases it is only that the rings or spots look a bit different
to normal.
In Cumbria I’ve seen several specimens with no rings or spots
whatsoever and over quite a few years but only in that Carlisle to Penrith
corridor. An example is shown below of one I photographed this year.
2015 has in my opinion been a good year for aberrations which are
thought to be caused by unusual climatic conditions whilst in pupation
although I accept there are other opinions as well. That being the case
however it rules out our Ringless versions as aberrations because they
occur every year irrespective of climatic conditions so that reasonably
suggests it is a genetic thing or variation rather than aberration. Those
are my thoughts anyway but a comment in the Observer’s Book of

Butterflies and published in 1951 suggests otherwise. It says ’they (the
rings) may be entirely absent in the male.’ That comment confirms
ringless butterflies were present 60 years ago as well and it could well
be that the ones I see are all males, but I still have not seen the ringless
version, males or otherwise anywhere else but in north Cumbria during
the last decade or so. As I say though please correct me if you have
them where you are.
We all know 2015 was an unusually late, cold, windy Spring even
leading into early Summer and those are exactly the sort of conditions
which can produce aberrations. So too can conditions which are far too
hot and dry but we don’t usually have that problem in Cumbria.
At this point we should also be aware of what are variations, what are
aberrations and what are accepted as sub-species. Variations are as
pointed out above, those individual butterflies which are different to
normal but occur regularly in certain areas/colonies but are not officially
classified as a sub-species. Abberations are individual butterflies which
are different to the rest of a colony but which most likely do not occur
every year such as a completely black (no white) White Admiral or a
Marsh Fritillary with black stripes only instead of stripes and spots on
orange wings – I had two of those this year. Before I come on to subspecies there is another odd type of butterfly worth mentioning – the
gynandromorph which is an exceptionally rare butterfly half male and half
female. We had one of those in Workington a few years ago, a Common Blue,
picture attached but you will be very lucky (as I was) to find one of those.
Sub-species officially recognised as such are great to see and. Look for subspecies of the Silver Studded Blue where you can get greatly different forms of
this species in places like Portland, Prees Heath in Shropshire, the Great Orme
in Llandudno and other variations in Dorset, Norfolk and elsewhere.
So there’s a challenge if you thought you had seen them all, got the Tshirt and
had nothing left to do. Have fun.
Steve Doyle

The European Interests Group
Nigel Pearce is the Newsletter Editor of the European Interests Group (EIG), the
branch of Butterfly Conservation which caters for those with an interest in European
butterflies. We would like to develop relations with BC branches around the country
to our mutual benefit. We know that some Branches occasionally publish articles
about butterfly trips to Europe by their members so as an experiment we hope you

will raise awareness of the EIG in your Branch Newsletter. As an example an article
about Auvergne which appeared in one of our recent editions is printed below.
The European Interests Group (EIG) is a branch of Butterfly Conservation like the
county branches, but its focus is European butterflies rather than UK
butterflies. Membership is open to all members of Butterfly Conservation at an
additional cost of £10 a year. It is the branch to join if you want to learn how to
identify butterflies that you see in Europe, to find out where best to see them, and to
learn about conservation and survey projects. EIG circulates a newsletter to
members twice a year. For more information, for back issues of newsletters, and
information on butterflies by country, please go to their website www.bc-eig.org.uk."
Nigel Peace
European Interests Group

Butterflying in the Auvergne 2013 and 2014
(Several of the butterflies are pictured inside the back cover of this newsletter)

In late August 2013 I spent a week in the northern Auvergne in the village of
Pitelet, near Thiers, on the northern borders of the Livradois Forez Regional
Park. The area is traditionally farmed with conifer plantations interspersed
with natural woodland which is mainly confined to the steep river valleys.
Exploring Pitelet, August 2013
A second brood Map (Araschnia levana) whizzing round the garden as we
arrived was very encouraging - unpacking had to wait until a photo had been
secured! However, my first few local walks were disappointing as all the hay
meadows had been cut so I ventured further afield. I visited the wet meadows
on the plain of Varennes and the dry hillsides near the town of Billom but again
there was not much on the wing.
After these unproductive excursions I decided to get off the beaten track and
make a detailed investigation of the land closer to home, finally discovering a
small flowery meadow on a south facing slope bordered by deciduous woods
and a stream. This fragment of isolated, unimproved land, about 250 metres
long and 100 metres wide, was occasionally visited by a couple of cows who
were reasonably happy to share it with myself and the numerous butterflies.
For the remainder of the week I concentrated on this glorious spot finishing
with an impressive species count for so late in the season of 24.
The steeper slopes were thick with thyme on which large numbers of Meadow
Brown (Maniola jurtina) and Sooty Copper (Lycaena tityrus) were nectaring.
The Sooty Coppers were magnificent to watch and were the highlight of the

meadow with males outnumbering females by at least four to one. Other
residents included a collection of skippers: Mallow Skipper (Carcharodus
alceae), Silver Spotted Skipper (Hesperia comma), some of which were still in
good condition, plus one tired Small Skipper (Thymelicus sylvestris). A single
rather worn Scarce Copper (Lycaena virgaureae) was conspicuous on every
visit, its flash of orange clearly visible from a distance. More colour was added
to the scene by the Fritillaries: Silver Washed Fritillary (Argynnis paphia),
Knapweed Fritillary (Melitaea phoebe), and Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary
(Boloria selene). Great Banded Grayling (Brintesia circe) also appeared one
afternoon to nectar alongside several Maps.
I had hoped that Purple Emperor (Apatura iris) might be found in the area but
no luck until the last day when our hosts showed me some, mainly fuzzy,
butterfly photos taken by their young niece. Amongst this collection was an infocus Purple Emperor posing on the wall of our gite two days before our
arrival!
Vic-sur-Cère, July/August 2014
In 2014 we decided to return to Pitelet in early August
spending the week before in the town of Vic-sur-Cère at
the southern end of the Cantal valley. This is an excellent
base with very friendly and helpful people. The manager
of the local Tourist Office delivered her own set of local maps to our hotel for
me to use during our stay whilst the natives kept us up into the small hours
playing a UK v France international pétanque match under the full moon!
The weather was unsettled with frequent thunderstorms but on the better
days I explored the higher ridges above the town. The small road running north
east from Col de Curebourse towards La Tuillère proved fruitful with frequent
shrubby areas full of flowers interspersed with patches of exposed rock. Large
Grizzled Skipper (Pyrgus alveus) was on the wing along with Spotted Fritillary
(Melitaea didyma), Dark Green Fritillary (Argynnis aglaja), and Queen of Spain
Fritillary (Issoria lathonia). Whilst pursuing the more photogenic subjects I kept
ignoring what I took to be tattered unidentifiable fritillaries until one landed
under my nose for a final bask in the setting sun. On close examination this
proved to be my first encounter with female Spotted Fritillary ssp. meridionalis
(Melitaea didyma meridionalis). On a return visit I found specimens varying
from almost colourless individuals to beautiful brightly marked examples.
Unfortunately, I only managed to photograph the darker variety.

Spectacular Coppers
On the best day of the week I ventured further up the valley
to the slopes of the extinct volcanic chain dominated by
Le Puy Mary. Alas, this was holiday time and the roads were chaotic. Down to
one lane on the route to the summit with every manner of transportation
parked or abandoned on either side of the road.
Retreating in haste to the lower slopes I found a quiet spot with a path leading
down through a tangled bank of vegetation to a meadow. This bank was home
to a colony of Scarce Coppers (Lycaena virgaureae) who were feasting on a
patch of Arnica - a spectacularly colourful display with several feeding on the
same flowerhead.
A mystery Erebia
Whilst watching the coppers a small darkish moth or butterfly kept darting
through the fence bordering the meadow, circling and disappearing back down
the slope. Clambering over the fence I set off in pursuit. The meadow had been
heavily grazed but on the steeper parts among the shrubs some nectar sources
had survived. Here I finally managed to photograph this mystery flier which
turned out to be an Erebia. Despite it never having been recorded in the
Auvergne my amateurish attempts at identification kept leading me to Blind
Ringlet (Erebia pharte). There were no black points in its orange markings
whilst all the photographs/illustrations I could source of other possible
suspects had some hint of a black spot. After some correspondence, expert
opinion has now decreed it is a Sudeten Ringlet (Erebia sudetica) which flies in
that locality (see photo). Other species of interest encountered in this meadow
were Idas Blue (Plebejus idas) and Meadow Fritillary (Melitaea parthenoides).
Pitelet, August 2014
We then moved on to Pitelet where the weather had been very mixed. A bit of
a blessing as it had prevented some of the higher hay meadows being cut.
When the sun came out these were alive with Dark Green Fritillaries (A.
aglaja), Mallow Skippers (C. alceae), Sooty Coppers (L. tityrus) and Scarce
Coppers (L. virgaureae). New records on this visit were Large Blue (Phengaris
arion), Chapman’s Blue (Polyommatus thersites), and Mazarine Blue (Cyaniris
semiargus), plus my first sighting of the spectacular larva of the Spotted
Fritillary. A fairly exhaustive search for Purple Emperor (A. iris) in suitable
locations again proved fruitless but perhaps this is the Auvergne’s way of
tempting me back....

This is a delightful part of France and well worth a visit for its dramatic
landscape and friendly people. If your French is up to it and you want a deeper
insight into the area’s butterflies then try looking at the website of the Société
d’Histoire Naturelle Alcide - d’Orbigny www.shnao.net/index.php Here you
will find a link to an archive of Arvernsis, the Bulletin des Entomologistes
d’Auvergne. The direct link to the archive page is
www.shnao.net/arvernsis.php
(Several of the butterflies are pictured inside the back cover of this newsletter)
Bill Raymond
billraymond@hotmail.co.uk

White Letter Hairstreak
– a very much under-recorded
butterfly nationally.

Cumbrian lepidopterists are known to enjoy a challenge. That might be seeking
out the only montane UK butterfly species, the Mountain Ringlet; wading
through oceans of bracken for close encounters with the High Brown Fritillary;
or indeed ‘wellying-up’ in preparation for Marsh Fritillary habitat visits. Ticks
are an extra consideration but we won’t go there right now!
The larval foodplant of the White Letter Hairstreak (WLH) is elm in its various
forms. This includes English Elm ‘Ulmus minor 'Atinia' and in Cumbria Wych
Elm Ulmus glabra which is more suited to conditions in the North West.
We are fortunate in that Wych Elm offers more resistance to the dreaded
Dutch Elm Disease which has devastated millions of English elms across the
southern UK landscape since it became noticeable in the 1970s. Wych Elm is
common in Cumbria and in some places can be a suitable habitat for the
butterfly. Due to its relative inaccessibility WLH is a very much under-recorded
butterfly species in the UK. Like some of its other ‘hairstreak cousins’ (Brown
and Purple but not Green) it spends most of its life in the canopy. Binoculars
are a necessary tool when taking up the challenge of identifying those WLH
courtship dances atop the elms. But be warned that ‘hairstreak-neck’ stiffness
can set in after two hours application of this technique!

Are you up for the challenge? Once bitten you might then like to join us at a
WLH egg-search field trip to be arranged October/ November 2015 – details
will become available on the website nearer the time.
WLH could well be at a place near you! Join us in the challenge.
Any sightings can be recorded on the Cumbria website sightings page. I would
also appreciate copy of such information to: tomdunbar@sky.com
Tom Dunbar

Larger moths in Cumbria: The top 5 most successful
colonists since 1980
The past 35 years have seen the arrival of many new moths to the county, both
as a result of human activities/recording and natural range expansions. Some
species are adventive whilst others are well established in the wild. The notes
below refer to some of the most successful cases derived from records
contributed almost entirely by dedicated amateur naturalists (including many
BC members), which are collated by Cumbria Biodiversity Data Centre at Tullie
House Museum, verified by Liz Still, and sent to the National Moth Recording
Scheme. It is without doubt that we would be virtually clueless about the
coming and going Lepidopterans without a devoted band of recorders.
However, it should be noted that our fast improving distributional knowledge
of moths in the county is still far from complete and recording is strongly
biased, for example, towards moths attracted by light in lowland habitats
nearby gardens. The following top 5 is therefore quite subjectively chosen but
it still illustrative of just how quickly our moths are reacting to new
opportunities.
1. Buff Footman Eilema depressa - 363 records from 71 tetrads
First recorded in Cumbria in 1999 in a garden near Whitbarrow, this lichen and
algae feeder is now reported at light traps in almost all Cumbrian moth
recorders’ gardens. Having been expanding rapidly in the UK since the 1980s,
E. depressa has swept through Cumbria, reaching Central Scotland in 2011. The

reasons for the expansion are thought to be more complex than the warming
climate since its close relatives, Dingy Footman Eilema griseola and Rednecked Footman Atolmis rubricollis, historically occurred further North and
have not experienced the same dramatic advances. Most lichen-feeding moths
have, however, benefitted spectacularly from decreased sulphur dioxide
pollution as a result of the Clean Air Act, which had led to the increased
abundance of many lichens. See the map on the back cover, which shows just
how widely E. depressa has been recorded since 1999 and at an increasing
pace.
2. Blair’s Shoulder Knot Lithophane leautieri - 156 records from 34 tetrads
This Monterey Cypress Cupressus macrocarpa feeding moth has only recently
colonised the UK having been discovered on the Isle of Wight in 1951. 45 years
on, in 1996, the first adult to be recorded in Cumbria arrived at a light trap in
Kendal. This moth is now widespread and increasing common in the county.
Nationally, BC have reported L. leautieri as having experienced the 2nd
greatest percentage change increase over 40 years up to 2011 out of all UK
macro-moths (+7878%). The success of this moth is attributed to the
availability of its larval foodplant, which was introduced to Britain in 1838 and
widely planted in parks and gardens thereafter.
3. Devon Carpet Lampropteryx otregiata - 94 records from
24 tetrads. Nationally, this moth of damp woodlands has
been classified as scarce, mainly restricted to Western parts
of the UK and formerly rarely recorded further north than a line between the
Rivers Mersey and Humber. However, recent expansions have meant it has
established itself in Cumbria despite a 14 year gap between the 1st and 2nd
county records (1991-2005). Sightings are now increasing each year with 15 in
2014 but the majority of these are still reported from the South of the County.
The first Scottish record came in 2013 in Dumfriesshire, suggesting that
Cumbria is still very close to the Northern limit for this moth in the UK. L.
otregiata is ranked 10th on the BC 40 year increase list up to 2011 (+1279%).

4. Figure of Eighty Tethea ocularis - 32 records from 19 tetrads
Penetration of new areas by this T. ocularis is, on a national level, much less
apparent than the previously mentioned species since it has been recorded
throughout most of England and Wales since moth records started to be kept.
However, T. ocularis had not been found in Cumbria before 1983 when it was
first recorded at a trap at Slack Head, Beetham. Since then, records have
trickled in at a rate of 1 per year on average and the moth is clearly not
abundant yet but is on the rise. Almost all of these sightings have been from
South Cumbria but the past 3 years has produced new records from Wigton,
Bowness-on-Solway and Burgh-by-Sands. Significant increases in the
distribution of this moth have also been documented in Northumberland and
South East Scotland.
5. Small Rufous Coenobia rufa - 23 records from 12 tetrads
The newest and perhaps most easily overlooked of these most successful
colonists having first been recorded in 2004 at Crosthwaite. This moth only
occasionally comes to light traps and could be mistaken from the similar but
much commoner Small Wainscot Denticucullus pygmina, which also prefers
marshy habitats. Despite its arrival in Cumbria over a decade ago, C. rufa still
appears to be scarce and restricted to the extreme South. Most sightings of the
species have been in Arnside, Storth or Walney Island. There are very few
records North of this area elsewhere in the UK. Available habitat for this rushfeeding moth is not in short supply in Cumbria and if advances are the result of
the warming climate, C. rufa would be expected to become more widespread
and abundant in the county in the future.
Gary Hedges, CBDC Recording Officer
You can help make the picture clearer by reporting day-flying moths on the BC
Cumbria Branch sightings page and by sending all other moth records directly
to recordingofficer@cbdc.org.uk or via RODIS (search: CBDC RODIS)

The Sun, Butterflies and my ‘patch.’
Living about as far from editor Steve as it’s
possible to get in a large county, I usually manage
to avoid his requests for newsletter articles. However, it was very
enjoyable to meet up again recently and, if this edition is peppered with
my name, blame Steve as the inevitable happened! I did his job for a
while back in the dark ages and I know what a sterling task it is to put a
newsletter together so how could I refuse.
My initial reaction was that agreeing to his request would be hard, as I
haven’t seen many butterflies so far this year ....... for two reasons. Last
year’s Christmas present (a weather station) tells me that the maximum
temperature rarely rose above 15C before the beginning of June.
Secondly, I have been spending a fair bit of my time during the last year
researching the pre-historic stone circle on my local Common (Birkrigg),
which involved photographing the rising and setting of the sun and moon
– and butterflies have more sense than to be out and about at 4 a.m. or
10 p.m.
At first sight there doesn’t seem to be much connection between
butterflies and stone circles, but actually there is a vital link ...... the sun.
Our stone circle stands in a beautiful spot over-looking Morecambe Bay,
with the Howgills, Ingleborough and the Bowland Fells in the background
acting as markers for the position of the rising sun between the midwinter and mid-summer solstices. To the people who built it, over four
thousand years ago, the “return of the sun” after mid-winter was a
welcome relief (as it still is today for many people). They worshipped the
sun as it was the life-blood on which their crops and livestock depended
and these had to provide enough food to see them through the winter.
Sometimes it gave them good years, sometimes starvation.
In the same way, butterflies are dependent on the sun and have good
years and bad. Butterflies (and butterfly enthusiasts) eagerly await the
spring equinox when temperatures begin to rise, as they need the sun to
get their body processes working, which is why we don’t see many flying
if the temperature is low. The sun also plays a vital role in the
abundance of food plants for butterflies, the vagaries of our weather
creating huge differences in their condition from one season to the next.
Watching the sun and moon rise at the stone circle has been a magical
experience and one cannot help but be struck by a sense of awe and
majesty as colour fills the sky on a grand scale. That colour is created by

the reflection, refraction and diffraction of the sun’s light. At the other
end of the scale, the marvellous colour patterns in miniature of our
butterflies are created by the very same interactions of light with their
scales and it is probably this that attracts so many people to them in the
first place. From there it is a short step to spotting and photographing
them and then, we hope, to being involved in conserving them.
Although the cool spring this year has limited the numbers of butterflies
seen, one benefit seems to have been some spectacularly large-scale
displays of wildflowers. I remember bank after bank of Primrose on the
railway line between Lancaster and Preston, tens upon tens of
thousands of Cowslip at the motorway interchange at junction 31 on the
M6 (Duke of Burgundy where are you?) and Wood Anemone and
Bluebell in profusion in my local ancient woodland. In mid June I visited
the old slag banks in Barrow and found a wall to wall carpet of Common
Bird’s-foot-trefoil covering hundreds of square metres and several
“swarms” of Bee Orchid.
This site, next to Walney Channel, has been turned into a super butterfly
reserve, although quite unwittingly. Two huge slag banks, relicts of the
iron and steel industry, have been reclaimed. The first was done some
25 years ago with funding from the EC and is now nicely covered in
vegetation that doesn’t get out of hand because of the thin covering of
very alkaline soil. Originally the intention was to cover up an eyesore
and create some pleasant paths for walkers (with conveniently placed
seats and great views), but nature thought differently. Some other very
interesting plants also moved in. I’ve seen the Yellow-horned Poppy,
Blue Fleabane, Ploughman’s Spikenard, Yellow-wort, Common and
Seaside Centaury, Tansy, Weld and Viper’s Bugloss and, strangely,
Northern Marsh Orchid in amongst the Common Spotted Orchid.
It’s a windy spot but butterflies also moved in and obviously love it,
finding plenty of hollows on the sheltered leeward side. I’ve had counts
of 37 Grayling, 37 Dingy Skipper, 23 Small Heath, 76 Gatekeeper, 80
Meadow Brown, 15 Large Skipper and 74 Common Blue on different
days, but all within a short time on just a part of one of the slag banks –
a full count, had I been able to do it, would have produced much higher
figures. Add in small numbers of Wall, Holly Blue, Dark-green Fritillary,
Small Copper, Orange-tip and Speckled Wood and you have, for my
money, a very good butterfly site. Counts like this, especially of the now
“vulnerable” Dingy and Grayling and the “near-threatened” Wall and
Small Heath and the “seriously decreasing” Common Blue, must make it
a top site within the county.

Of course, it’s the prevalence of Common Bird’s-foot-trefoil that is to the
liking of the Dingy Skipper and the Common Blue and, not surprisingly,
we also find large numbers of the day-flying Narrow-bordered Five-spot
Burnet moth and smaller numbers of the Six-spot Burnet, both using
Bird’s-foot-trefoil. And for every Dingy Skipper seen there’s bound to be
a Burnet Companion moth just to test your identification skills. This moth
can also use Bird’s-foot-trefoil as a food plant and is actually quite local
in the north of England.
When the second slag bank was reclaimed in 2008-9, paid for by the
iron recovered from within it, it was graded and seeded with some
Kidney Vetch, amongst other wildflowers. There’s plenty of bare ground
for new seeds to germinate. It looked like the site could develop into
good emergency “bed-and-breakfast” accommodation for the Small
Blue, if ever it was made homeless at its threatened sites near
Workington, and I alerted Steve. Sadly, we lost a site in Workington this
year (I’ll leave the details to Steve elsewhere in the newsletter) and 65
Small Blue butterflies found a new home. I’m sure they will do very well
here and make a pleasing addition to what has now become a superb
local nature reserve, almost by accident.
Peter Wilde

Before and after images from 2008 and 2015 of the Channelside slag banks.

TRANSECTS -- Zen and the art of transect walking
“Walk at a slow steady pace”, “don’t look back and count behind you”
and “imagine yourself in a five metre cube” are some of the written
instructions for butterfly transect walkers. Subsequent details and
caveats to this enjoyable pastime that is so vital to conservation work

tend to put off the novice butterfly enthusiast. Here is my guide to
happiness and contentment whilst transect walking.
First of all forget the boring 5m box frame and think Zorb ball; much
more fun and you can convince yourself that the nettles can’t sting.
Next, simplify everything. Maps, cameras, nets and clipboards are not
needed. I see people festooned with sufficient lanyards to risk
strangulation during a brief encounter with a whippy hawthorn branch. A
small note book and a pen are the only essentials, although I now
always take a spare writing implement since my pen dried up during mid
transect. Being a dedicated transect walker and not wanting to abort a
butterfly-rich walk I briefly considered opening up a vein with a
blackthorn and writing in blood. On reflection I carried on with the
inkless pen and then pencil shaded the scratchings in my notebook page
when I got home. Whatever else you do don’t take a Butterfly
Conservation field recording sheet into the field! There are so many
superfluous columns and rows to confuse one, not to mention further
worrying reminders about Beaufort scales and percentage sunshine. In
my small notebook I use a Roman numeral for each transect section so
that section numbers and butterfly numbers do not get muddled, an
unambiguous abbreviation for each species ( MB, Sp W, L Wh for
example) and tally marks (five-bar gate system) for records. Start a
fresh line for each section. ID skills should have been honed off transect,
not during. There are unlikely to be more than a dozen species on the
wing in a transect in any one week so knowing what to expect is half the
battle. And if the insect is too far away to see the salient features it is
outside the “Zorb” and can be ignored.
Having simplified the method now consider your mental state. Tai chi is
a popular form of a Chinese martial art that is characterised by very slow
deliberate movements of the limbs. Having seen people practising I was
struck by the resemblance to a Transect Walker in the “zone” walking
through a carpet of brambles. The addition of notebook and pen is all
that is needed. Tai chi is said to lead to a feeling of calm and wellbeing.
As is Mindfulness, another ancient Buddhist practice. This is the
intentional non-judgemental focus of one’s attention on thoughts
emotions and sensations in the present moment. In this stressful fastmoving age it is not surprising that Mindfulness is becoming more
popular and a word frequently bandied about by cod-psychologists and

agony aunts. But just think about it. Insert the word butterfly to the
above definition after thoughts and there you have it. This is the state of
mind your seasoned transect walker achieves by the end of section II or
the tenth MB at the latest. So to improve your health, help butterflies
and achieve that inner calm become a transect walker. And “never look
back”.
Martin Chadwick
SEARCHING FOR
- The White Letter Hairstreak
Those of you who are attempting to photograph all the
British butterfly species will know that the tree dwelling
ones provide the greatest challenge with the White Letter Hairstreak possibly the
most difficult. To make matters worse, Cumbria has few sites where we can even
attempt to see them. To that end, last year I went on the 'egg hunt' in the hope of
finding a good site. I had zero expectations. The idea of looking for a 'pin head'
amongst a thousand branches of elm seemed ridiculous. About 10 of us gathered
near Hincaster to begin the search under the instructions of an expert from
Lancashire. After practicing on some low roadside trees and finding nothing, we
moved half a mile to a large tree above the road. Some chance I thought!
I pulled down a branch for a cursory look and found an egg! I could not believe it.
There followed a frenzy of activity during which several more eggs were found. We
then moved to another known site and found several more eggs, all at around head
height. I would never have believed you could find eggs on fully grown trees.
So there was the proof that White Letters occupy the site, it is only a matter of going
in the flight season and getting the perfect picture. Some hope!
Trying to get to Hincaster in perfect conditions on a day I am available to go has
proved impossible this year, however, it transpires that your esteemed editor, Mr
Doyle, still hasn't got his perfect WLH picture. So early July saw us head to a North
East site in perfect weather to rectify this. Some hope!
The butterflies were flying, looking down on us and no doubt laughing, as they
resolutely refused to descend to nectar. Five hours we waited in searing heat before
finally giving in.
So even when you find the eggs, know the butterflies are there, have perfect
weather, the WLH is still one the most difficult species to photograph. It may well be
the last perfect picture to make into your collection. Oh well, there’s always next
year!
Peter Boardman

Upperwing Identification Features of
the High Brown Fritillary
Slow learner that I am, I have made some progress lately in identification of
High Brown Fritillary when looking at the upperwings.
My approach is to look at the three spaces between veins four and seven on
the upper forewing. Both High Brown and Dark Green have a row of spots
towards the wing centre inside the outer crescents.
The key for High Brown is that the third space down is not in line with the
other two but indented/ offset in towards the body. But beware – this third
spot can be very small or even absent in some individuals which makes it
trickier to judge. I recently verified such a case of upperwing empty space by
checking the underwing for the extra row of small silver spots which is normal
High Brown id practice. Empty third spot was High Brown in this case. Peter
Eels of ukbutterflies.co.uk recently offered evidence that on rare occasions
where he had empty third spot individuals in the field they turned out to be
High Brown in each case when checking the underwing.
For Dark Green Fritillary all three spots are in line with each other. There are
no claims to my knowledge of empty third spot Dark Green Fritillary being
recorded. That keeps life simple!
There are Branch members who can id High Brown Fritillary using other criteria
i.e. wing shape, flight pattern. They are evidently in a different class which
leaves me on a steep learning curve for some time to come.
Tom Dunbar (see photos inside the front cover)

Lowca Banks in West Cumbria.
I was alerted to this area by Mike and Lyn who live
close by and who had seen Small Blues on Lowca Banks.
The butterflies were there alright and it is a great site which also had an
unbelievable number of orchids with Bee Orchids too many to count.

West Cumbria is a very under recorded area for butterflies but with people like
Mike and Lyn and also now Keith Hamilton along with Clive and Gwyneth Bew
I’m certain that area will now be in much better hands as far as recording is
concerned. Great stuff Mike, Lyn, Keith, Clive and Gwyn.
Steve Doyle
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Female Sooty Copper), 20 August 2013

Monts du Cantal, 31 July 2014

Female Spotted Fritillary, 1 August 2014.
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Sudeten Ringlet 31 July 2014

Larva of Spotted Fritillary, 5 August 2014

Mazarine Blue, 5 August 2014

